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This collection of papers and letters will give you a taste of the magical time I 

experienced in the early years of my ITC involvement, which began in 1991. Three years 

earlier, in July 1988, I had been rushed into the operating room with a baseball-sized can-

cer tumor completely blocking my colon. Surviving the surgery as the new owner of a 

semicolon (inside humor), my entire life was turned upside down. I became a strict vege-

tarian for a number of years while my system healed. I could feel my skin crawl when I 

walked under high-power lines. I went to therapists and learned breathwork techniques to 

unlock a lifetime of pent-up feelings. And most important in many ways, my preoccupation 

with peace and world affairs, which had driven my writing since the mid-1970s, gave way 

to a growing curiosity about what really happens to us after we die. That was a slow tran-

sition, however, since I had been agnostic or atheist all of my adult life up to then, and to 

move beyond that would take some good, solid evidence that spiritual existence was for 

real. 

So, the dialogs in the coming pages represent a turning point in my life. I’ve se-

lected just a small sampling of the large files of correspondence I have. And the samples I 

selected to share here are mostly free of drama. Drama may be the first thing you want in 

show business, but it’s definitely the last thing you want in ITC research…for reasons that I 

explain exhaustively in my books, presentations, and websites. Only one of my books 

dwells on drama, and that’s “Miracles in the Storm,” which looks at the eventual break-

down of the miraculous ITC contacts my colleagues and I received through the 1990s.  

All the early items in this collection are scanned in, because all of the papers and 

letters from those early days are accessible in hard-copy only. Email was not yet the main-

stream, so all of my correspondence was by letter or FAX. The computer on which I did all 

of my writing at that time (I was pretty handy with the old WordStar program, by the way) 

now sits in a corner collecting dust, and a drawer full of floppy disks of both sizes have 

been virtually untouched for more than a decade. In fact, the 5.25” floppy drive in the old 

computer died in the mid-90s, and most of my early writings are on those floppies. Since 

the items are scanned in, some of them have notes scribbled on them. 

In recent years I’ve been out of touch with all of the people from those early years. 

They’ve either died or moved on to other interests. 

I first encountered George Meek in the fall of 1991 an hour from my home, at 

an annual conference in Fort Collins, Colorado, called the International Forum for New Sci-

ences. I was presenting a paper at the conference on a systems approach to peace and 

world affairs.  

I was an agnostic at the time, and notions of spirits, ghosts, and UFOs (key themes of the 

conference) seemed woo-woo-ish to me. But for some reason, when George Meek deliv-

ered his keynote address and started talking about his Spiricom device (http://

www.worlditc.org/f_05_macy_resonance.htm), energy healing, a roadmap of the spirit 

worlds, and the paradise home of his recently deceased wife Jeannette (http://

www.spiritfaces.com/images/jdm-hal2.JPG)—I was captivated. It struck a chord deep in-

side that had been hiding away quietly all my life. 

When I got home I contacted George and was stunned a week or so later when I 

got a letter from him, inviting me to visit him at his home in North Carolina with the possi-

bility of collaborating. The following is one of several letters we wrote back and forth in the 

ensuing days. 
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The more I learned of George Meek and his work, the more amazed I became. 

But George told me that the best research was underway in Europe, and in what I would 

soon learn was typical George Meek fashion, he quickly began arranging a research trip to 

Europe that would include George, myself, and a close friend and colleague of George’s 

named Hans Heckmann. 

Hans had been a German soldier during World War II, when he met and fell in love 

with an American nurse stationed in Europe. After the war they got married and settled in 

Pennsylvania. Hans would play a crucial role in world ITC in the coming years, doing much 

of the engineering on George’s spirit communication systems developed throughout the 

1980s.  

In the 1990s, the most spectacular reports of researchers in Europe were being 

published in German, and Hans would soon begin translating them with tremendous care 

and clarity into English, and in so doing would be instrumental in the spread of ITC knowl-

edge to the Americas...but I’m getting ahead of myself. 

The two following letters attest to my new-found eagerness to learn spiritual truths 

and George’s eagerness to get the ball rolling to Europe. The second letter also served as 

my introduction to the Harsch-Fischbach couple in Luxembourg (whose research would re-

shape my life, and probably the world as well someday). The second letter also mentions 

“The Property,” which was a series of books and films that George was planning to bring to 

bear with my help. 
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These pictures show me posing with George and his psychic housekeeper Mertis 

(also known as Loree) outside George’s North Carolina home, in February 1992. I was 

staying in George’s guest house during the visit. I remember buying fresh kale at a local 

store, boiling it on the electric range, giving it lots of salt and pepper and feasting on it one 

night. One of my real pleasures during that healing time of my life. 

 

The two pages that follow are samples of transcripts of the many, many chan-

neling sessions George recorded, during which Loree would channel her Native American 

ancestors and George’s wife Jeannette, who had died in the spring of 1990. Also coming 

through at times was their daughter Nancy Carol, who had died at the age of two weeks 

and then had been reunited with her mom, Jeannette, when Jeanette herself crossed over. 
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George became ill shortly before our trip to Europe, so Hans Heckmann and I 

would have to travel alone. That created waves across the Atlantic, effecting changes there 

as well, as Maggy explains in a long letter to George. 
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Hans Heckann (left) takes a picture of a TV transcontact during our trip to Europe. 

It’s an image of Doc Mueller (the spirit who had spoken through Spiricom circa 1980 but who 

now was resonant with German researcher Adolf Homes, who had captured this image). 

Homes’ colleague Fritz Malkhoff is in the yellow shirt, sharing the picture with us in his home 

in Schweich. (I took this picture...so, © Mark Macy) 
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Hans wrote the preceding trip report in May 1992.  

 

The following month my “education” shifted up a few gears as I quit my technical writ-

ing job and immersed myself in full-time ITC research. I really had no choice; I was starting to 

get physically ill sitting in a cubicle, and my mind was preoccupied by ITC.   

I presented an idea to the Luxembourg couple about an ITC device that could be used by 

anyone, but George made it clear (in the following letter) that he and the couple both felt that 

the world and humanity weren’t ready for that kind of ITC device, and it wouldn’t be allowed by 

the finer realms of spirit which help to regulate such things.  

What I’ve learned over the years of ITC research, and was finally able to put clearly into 

words in my latest book, “The Project,” is that people have both a noble side (which resonates 

with finer spiritual worlds) and a savage side (that resonates with dark and dirty places on the 

other side). Beings in the finer realms of existence seem to be able to sustain bridges only to 

people who are able to foster their noble sides while they work together—not an easy thing for 

us humans to do...what with our egos, hormones, and other sharp edges of our personalities. 

I was starting to have very unusual dreams, which I would sometimes share with 

George. I’d travel to high-tech labs where boxes sitting on tables had tubes streaming light in 

and out. When I’d touch a table, my hands would stick to it like they were powerful magnets. 

When waking up I’d sometimes hear voices whispering to me. My life was getting a bit strange, 

but rather exciting too! 
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The following month, July 1992, George said he received some channeled information 

(through housekeeper Loree) from Bill O’Neil, the person who had developed and operated the 

Spiricom device from 1979-1982 and had talked to the spirit of Doc Mueller, mentioned earlier. Bill 

had died recently and, according to the channeled information, had been stuck in a dense spirit 

world for awhile because of troubled thinking and addictive habits while on Earth, but had soon 

moved “up” to finer realms. In the following letter he shares that information with our Luxembourg 

friends. 
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By now George was starting to make it clear that his chief interest was mediumistic 

transcommunication (MTC) and Loree’s channelings.  

Meanwhile, I was becoming more and more excited about instrumental transcommunication 

(ITC) and the information coming through technical equipment, especially in Luxembourg. It was 

becoming clear to me that a lot of channeled material was “filtered” by the mind of the channel, 

while information coming through radios, computers, and other devices under the right conditions 

(having to do with a resonant contact field, which I’ve written about often) could be less filtered or 

more pure.  

Maggy had written lots of reports about the amazing contacts that were opening up for her 

and her husband Jules. Hans Heckmann and I had forged an agreement with the couple during our 

Europe trip: Hans would translate those reports into English, and I would publish them here in the 

States. Those numerous reports were called “CETL InfoNews,” and I gathered them up into three 

bound volumes, printed a few dozen copies, and distributed them to a small but growing circle of 

subscribers.  

Still, my main ITC-related commitment would continue to be my collaboration with George 

Meek unless and until such time as our diverging interests led to a mutually agreeable parting of 

ways. 

 

Following is an example of the kinds of exciting letters I got from Luxembourg. They al-

ways arrived by mail until I bought a FAX machine in June 1993. In this letter, Maggy says she’s 

trying hard to get her spirit friends to send a picture of Jeannette Meek from the spirit worlds, and 

they’re having some trouble making it happen. Maggy also mentions that she’s received some infor-

mation about Bill O’Neil.  

This information through equipment resonated with me (it felt right), and it was compatible 

with the channeled material George had received through Loree,.  

(Swejen Salter, by the way, is the manager at spirit group Timestream, the spirit-in-charge, 

so to speak.) 
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This information about Bill O’Neil, above, was of interest to me. I was experiment-

ing with my radios early most mornings, and at some point I began to get Spiricom-like buzz-

ing sounds coming through the radio sounds, and there were clear attempts by spirit to modu-

late those sounds into spoken words. 

 

The following letter backtracks a bit. George was occasionally in contact with Tom 

Pratt, the fellow who had purchased Metascience from George years earlier. George tried to 

keep Tom abreast of George’s new venture with me, which included the books we were working 

on, and the two gentlemen tried to iron out the kinds of issues that sometimes arise from such 

transfers of ownership—for example, did Tom now own all rights to all the work George had 

done during the Metascience years, including copyright ownership of all publications, or did 

George still own copyright to the things he’d done personally, or was some of the material in 

the public domain? 

The following is just an excerpt from one of the letters between George and Tom. 
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On Easter Sunday 1982 George Meek had announced the Spiricom breakthrough at the Na-

tional Press Club in Washington DC, and now, 11 years later in 1993, he was starting to plan a similar 

media event to announce the miracle underway in Luxembourg...as he explains in the following letter. 
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That press conference didn’t materialize, though it seemed like an exciting possibility at 

the time. 

 

Meanwhile, the spirit of Doc Mueller continued to make contact through the equip-

ment of Adolf Homes in Germany, who was working with renowned ITC expert Ernst Senkowski, 

a German physicist.  

Dr Senkowski passed a lot of Homes’ results to Hans Heckmann, who translated them to 

English and passed them along to me. 

The following 10-page report from Germany is fairly typical of what I would occasionally 

get from Hans. This particular one includes the announcement that Homes (who had been work-

ing with the Luxembourg couple) now chose to work with Dr Senkowski. 

Hans’s cover letter also mentions the phone calls from spirit colleague Konstantin Raudive 

had been received by George Meek, Sarah Estep and me, suggesting the birth of a new era of 

ITC in the States. 
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Then, on a cold winter day in 1994, Hans Heckmann became the fourth American ITC 
researcher to get a phone call from our spirit group, as he reports in graphic detail in the following 
letter, distributed in both English and German. 
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Even my wife Regina got into the game, receiving a phone call from the spirit of 

Konstantin Raudive, who told her to convey a personal message (a warning of sorts) to 

George Meek. 

In the fall of 1994, George Meek turned Continuing Life Research, (which we had 

founded together after disbanding George’s “Continuing Life Foundation”)  over to me, as 

shown in the two excerpts below from a November 15 letter . 
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In October 1995 I was among 15 

researchers from eight countries who 

founded INIT, the International Network for 

Instrumental Transcommunication, at a 

meeting in Dartington, England. That act of 

good will among researchers from various 

countries apparently won the approval of 

ethereal beings, who opened the bridge to 

our group in the most miraculous ways in the 

coming years! 

I began publishing the Contact! news 

journal (http://spiritfaces.com/04-

journals.htm) that reported our great results. 

 

Up until the last minute, a number of 

us researchers were trying to include Dr Ernst 

Senkowski in the historic meeting, but that 

was not to be, as he and I discussed (among 

other subjects) in a FAX exchange in the days 

leading up the to meeting. (See the next 

page.) 
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One of the first items on the agenda for our new INIT group was to recognize George Meek and Brazil-
ian researcher Hernani Andrade with Lifetime Achievement Awards. George was pleased! 
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In 1995 I co-authored a book with Pat Kubis, “Conversations Beyond the Light.”  

It explored the early ITC developments with a loving, dramatic tone provided largely by 

Pat, who had been a writing teacher at Orange Coast College (OCC) for many years.  

Pat had been introduced to ITC in the early 1990s by one of her OCC students, a 

young woman named Renee, whose mother Waneta Thomas subscribed to some of those 

earliest issues of the Luxembourg journal, CETL INFOnews, that Hans Heckmann was 

translating into English, and which I was publishing. As I mentioned, I published a few 

dozen copies of each issue every few months from around 1993 to 1995 and distributed 

them among a small list of interested people, before I began to publish INIT’s journal, 

Contact!. Mrs Thomas was one of those early subscribers. 

 

An amazing synchronicity had occurred in the 1960s involving Pat Kubis and Doc 

Mueller (the departed physicist who had spoken to Bill O’Neil through the Spiricom device). 

Both had been teaching at Orange Coast College. Both of their pictures and short bios can 

be found in the June 1966 OCC yearbook: 

 

 

KUBIS, PATRICIA, Instructor in English, A.A., 

Citrus Junior College; B.A., M.A., California State 

College at Los Angeles. 

 

 

MUELLER, GEORGE J., Assistant Professor of En-

gineering, Mathematics, B.S., University of Wis-

consin; M.S., Ph.D., Cornell University. 

 

 

 

 

To the best of Pat’s recollection, their paths had never crossed; they’d never met 

each other during lifetime. Neither Pat nor I knew that Mueller had been at OCC.  

An error had been made at the Metascience Foundation after the spirit of George J. 

Mueller (“Doc Mueller”) had come through Spiricom. George Meek of Metascience had con-

fused Doc Mueller with another George Mueller who’d worked for NASA. I inherited that 

error and continued to perpetuate it in my writings for a number of years.  

It wasn’t until I gave a workshop in Marina Del Rey, California, on July 28, 2007, 

that I learned of Dr George J. Mueller’s position at OCC. A participant in the workshop told 

me about the 1966 OCC yearbook, and I was astonished. 

I have a feeling that this might have all been planned and choreographed by our 

spirit friends, who can sometimes make the most amazing miracles happen, as you’ll see 

in the next contacts shown on the next several pages. 
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Following is a series of paradigm-

shifting, world-changing contacts we received 

from The Seven ethereal beings. And its this kind 

of ethereal truth that I have spent many years 

shuffling together with science, myth, and age-old 

religious texts to create what I believe is an un-

precedented look at what “being human” really 

means—not just as individuals and nations today, 

but how we came to have a noble side and a sav-

age side long, long ago. It’s all the result of 

mega-events that happened over a span of many 

millions of years. It’s the age-old human drama 

that I tried to capture in my latest book, “The 

Project.” 

The contacts I share in the next four pages 

are typical of most of the contacts we got at that 

time. They usually appeared in German and were 

quickly and skillfully translated to English by Hans 

Heckmann with the intention of preserving the 

original feelings behind the messages, as well as 

their meaning. This was especially challenging for 

Hans when faced with the wisdom and vast intel-

lect of the Ethereals. I learned during this time 

that anytime you have a close relationship with 

ethereal beings and the guidance and protection 

they can provide, it’s an amazing experience. 

There’s a sense of bliss everyday that you soon 

start taking for granted. And when that comes to 

an end, down-shifting to normalcy is not easy.  

Why would the ethereal support end? Well . . . 

Drama may be the first thing you need 

in show business, but it’s the last thing we need 

in ITC and other fine spiritual pursuits. It’s when 

the human drama kicks in that we lose attune-

ment with the Ethereals. It’s not as though they 

back out of our lives or “forsake” us, it’s just that 

they can no longer tune into us. When the drama 

prevails, we open ourselves up to darker spiritual 

influences—confused or disagreeable spirits. 

So as I share this collection of letters and 

papers, I avoid the occasional dramas that arose 

naturally, as they always do in human relation-

ships, and I focus instead on the good will and the 

miracles that grew from that. 

In fact, this is probably the most important 

information you’ll ever get from me—and I’ve re-

peated it in most of my books: If you want to be 

involved in true ITC, which requires ethereal pro-

tection and guidance, you have to minimize the 

drama in your life and your relationships, to deal 

with drama as it comes up, and to calm the waves 

as quickly and effectively as possible. You have to 

know that drama is inevitable on Planet Earth, 

and if you want an ITC project to be successful 

you have to calm the waves as they arise. One 

main distinction between EVP and ITC is that you 

can carry your dramas into EVP sessions and 

come out with all sorts of results and a wide 

range of dispositions on the part of the spirits you 

encounter. True ITC cannot happen without reso-

nance (harmony) among researchers that allows 

for ethereal protection and guidance. 

“The Project” explains in clearest possible 

terms why we have drama, how it is stirred up in 

our lives and in our world by our egos and hor-

mones, and how there are many techniques to 

contend with it at the personal, social and global 

levels. 

Back in the 1970s I learned that there are 

effective ways to resolve conflicts as they arise, 

but the more important issue in the future will be 

how to minimize conflicts over time in our groups. 

I’ve given that considerable thought over the past 

25 years. That also is shared in a lot of detail in 

“The Project,” which is the most important thing 

I’ve written in this lifetime.  

It would be as wrong to fault humans for 

drama as it would be to fault your cat for killing 

birds. It’s what they do. But, if your cat has to 

share your house with the parakeet, and if the 

humans want to be involved in ITC, it’s important 

that they learn to overcome their compulsions if 

they want to find peace in the house and finer 

spiritual connections in ITC. 

That’s why historically, down through the 

ages, when individuals wanted to find mental and 

spiritual peace, they’d cloister themselves in mon-

asteries and convents or to some isolated moun-

taintop or forest cabin, far removed from the 

drama of human affairs. That’s how I spent much 

of my life before my involvement in ITC. I’d work 

in corporations as a technical writer and save up 

money so that I could take long vacations or 

breaks between jobs, to go into seclusion some-

place—a forest cabin or a cottage near the ocean.  

One of the main choices we have to make 

throughout our lives on Earth is how much drama 

we want to accept into our lives, and how much of 

it we want to avoid. The things I learned about 

human drama while writing “The Project” allowed 

me to create a sort of adjustable switch inside 

myself to turn drama on or off, or to turn it up or 

down as needed or desired. After all, some drama 

is downright fun here on Earth, and other drama 

can be destructive. It’s nice to have that switch. 

And now, here’s a taste of the miracles I 

experienced in ITC, courtesy of the Ethereals, 

through the correspondences with my colleagues 

and friends.  
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So, that is the kind of information received through ITC systems with purity and 

clarity from very fine realms of spirit that gives us humans a better opportunity than ever 

before possible to start assembling a picture of our true ancient heritage. Again, it’s what I 

tried to do with “The Project.” 

 

Also at this time I received occasional correspondences from German researcher 

Adolf Homes, who was also receiving some “high-level” messages through his computer 

from a spirit group calling itself “Federation of Light.” Adolf spoke only German, so his let-

ters also were sent to me through Hans Heckmann, who translated them with the usual 

care. 

Following is one example of those letters from Adolf. 
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By 1996 it had become clear that George Meek and I 

had diverged on our paths. His primary interest was MTC as 

experienced through is housekeeper Loree, and my interest 

was ITC. 

The following letters illustrate how that separation came 

about, and how I turned over to him all of my work on “The 

Property.” Much of that information found its way into George’s 

final book, “Enjoy Your Own Funeral; and have a happy for-

ever.” 
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The next several years of my work as a part of INIT are summed up most effectively in 

the journals I published, which can be seen at the following link: 

http://spiritfaces.com/04-journals.htm 

 

In 1999 things were shifting. Egos within INIT had already begun to stir up a lot of discord in 

the group, and the contact field had become difficult for our spirit friends to navigate. As a result, 

our contacts began to fall off considerably. That was the subject of my book, “Miracles in the Storm” 

which provides a first-hand account of what can go wrong with spiritual projects in general, and 

with ITC projects in particular, when the savage side takes over. 

 

I’ve been on many TV and radio shows over the years to spread the word about ITC, 

and most have been good experiences, showing ITC in a positive light. (You can see clips from 

some of the TV shows on youtube; just google on “macy afterlife.”)  

There was only one disturbing radio interview, in which a fellow tried to coerce me into 

handing over to him all of my materials from my years of work with George Meek. I considered 

sharing the information until I realized he was trying to debunk George’s work, especially Spiricom, 

Then I made it clear to him I would share nothing with him—that in fact I wanted nothing more to 

do with him . . .largely because of what struck me as a vitriolic tone of his on-air conversation. The 

caustic drama would boil over onto the guy’s website (www.spiricomstudy.com).  

Years of ITC research have taught me the importance not only of minimizing life’s dramas, 

but also of discernment and saying “no” at appropriate times, even if some people might feel 

snubbed. The most important aspect of ITC research is a calm, positive attitude, even in the face of 

dark and dismal assaults. 

 

A calm, positive attitude fosters resonance among colleagues, which brings me to my current 

phase of research. In 1999 I started worlditc.org and opened a very basic website by that name. I 

also received a letter from German researcher Rolf-Dietmar Ehrhardt, who would become my most 

stable, grounded, and time-proven ITC colleague. He and his wife Helga became good friends of Re-

gina and me. We enjoyed time together in Heidelberg and San Francisco, as well as through fre-

quent correspondence. 

 

Those who have followed Rolf over the years during his participation in worlditc.org have 

seen his English fluency become more and more polished. Today he has become quite proficient in 

expressing his wise, well-grounded ideas clearly in English. 

In any event, this is the letter that introduced me to Rolf in the summer of 1999: 

 

Seeing those EVP and other phenomena challenges me.  As I understood several information, one goal should 

be: 

 

  scientifically confirmation the communication among dimensions. 

 

Allow me to say some words ref. my background: 

 

I am a so called scientist through my study of physics. Not theoretical, but experimental  physic combined 

with an engineering part was my study. Since I finished my study in 1964 I was working with scientists as 

they were my customers. My customers ranged from schools to universities. I was used to experiment with 

different type of equipment, in fact the whole range of physics, wide range of technical education materials 

and some chemistry. Because I were in close contacts to that type of people for almost 30 years I dare to 

say:  I hope to know a little bit how scientists think, at  least those folks in Germany. Through my studies of 

marketing I learned  how to sell products and ideas.  

 

You can say, that in 1986 when all that started with me, I was somebody who thought that the sense of hu-
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man life (as well as the other types of life) was only to keep mankind alive. I hope you know what I 

mean. „Running“ with those ideas I had no problems with my life. I felt (and still feel) good. In 

1986 I got my first EVP and you can believe me that I tried almost everything to find out what it 

was and where it comes from. To shorten my detailed statement I like to mention to you that I 

built amplifier, sum-and-difference-amplifier, 30 band real-time audio-spectrum-analyzer, 30-

band terz graphic equalizer which worked as an adjustable filter for disturbing noises, filter with 

parametrization technique, and so on   in order to better the EVP at least for the replay mode. 

Using all this equipment I had to realize that there were people who got loud, clear and relative to 

time long messages without any additional equipment but recorder and microphone. That had no 

frustrating effect on me. In fact it brought me to the point to realize that the human component 

is very important. Because people who got that good EVP had still a very high emotional connection 

to that person died. And it seems to me that the being beyond (the recently died person) had still 

a very emotional remembrance to the people left on earth.  

  

Let me point out again: it was EVP  that made me (a scientist) interested in the spirits world and 

furthermore. Without EVP/ITC I would never come in contact with that kind of knowledge. The 

advantage of the help of a medium trying to get ITC-contacts is: one can get more often , louder 

EVP and/or better ITC-contacts via telephone, computer and perhaps or of course contacts per 

video. The medium should only better the channel to Beyond and stabilize it. With that strong 

„human part“ of the energetic field the field required to get in contact with the beings beyond can 

not be weakened so easily by people who take part in that session and  are not so „good-minded“. 

That and only that is my reason to be in favor of working together with a medium in order to get 

good ITC contacts. The result of that contact can be objectivated through the way it happened.  

 

I mean the degree of development a contacting person or group on earth has (scientifically trained 

or not, knowledge ..) determines the type of being in the beyond he gets in contact with. The Scole 

Group in Norfolk (England) is that example for that what I mean.  

 

 

Let me explain how a scientist could be interested in that way of thinking we are familiar with:  

 

A) A physicist or scientist will almost never be interested in a medium: because the  

results are subjective. 

 

B) If you try in the very beginning with EVP the not open minded scientists are afraid to 

be defrauded. Why? It is not so easy to check all the used equipment. Even in a  simple re-

corder a transceiver could have been build in, they are afraid of. The scientist would have to 

use his own „machines in his rooms“ at a time he determines. That could probably „open“ his 

mind. In my opinion ITC is the second step to open or to widen scientists mind.    

 

C) The most impressive way (in my opinion and in my experience) is this (every single 

step is important): 

You ask a physicist  to get some spoons or screw driver and he should keep them.        You wash 

your hands in front of the scientist. Then you ask him to give you one of his spoons (by far bet-

ter is a screw driver). Then you bend that spoon or screw driver in front of his very eyes. After 

you have done that you give the bended spoon to the scientist and ask him to do the same with 
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one of his spoons. If he could not bend his spoon you ask for an explanation. (Information: it is 

even more impressive to the scientist when the spoon will be twisted not bended because the 

force that is normally needed is much higher.) Going this way excludes everything a scientist 

could use to avoid the experience that with this experiment something unexpected and even 

unbelievable has happened. In Germany we say now an open minded person has got his 

„AHA???!!!!“-experience. That means the person starts to think loudly, tries to find explana-

tions and considers that there is something he didn’t knew before. In the USA you say perhaps  

„OH  YEAH????!!!!! That can be the beginning of new   considerations and many many questions 

to be asked from that physicist and/or scientist. If it is not that „changing my mind“- (=“AHA-)

experience to that scientist you can only offer him at a later stage in that discussion that he 

can get perhaps with your help an EVP with his died relatives and/or friends. Be careful that 

could be the last talk for a long time with this person! (smile!!!) 

D) If we are not successful in that way that the scientist could except something, we 

    should take it easy. We as someone who is student at the university can 

    momentarily not come to the same point of view as a pupil in the 4th class. That is all.  

    To be a  student is not more worthy than to be a pupil. It explains only the way our  

    soul has chosen. 

 

By the way, I believe almost everything that could better Humanity on earth has been said from 

beings beyond (and beings on earth) by using different ways (medium, channeling, ITC-

phenomena ...) written down in many many books. Why don’t people change, is your question?? Be-

cause they don’t believe in that was has been said or they don’t even care. Why? Because they are 

interested in problems bound to earth. Because they don’t believe that they will „earn“ the result 

of their lifes when they are dead (reincarnation). 

 

We should know that each individual on earth has to go its own way to realization (to God at the 

very final end?!) considering that everybody (with his soul) starts at a different level of Karma 

with different insight capabilities and different bodies in different environments.... Look at the 

educational system and allow me to compare the different stages of human beings on earth with 

that system. One would never come to the idea to expect from 1th-class pupils that degree of 

knowledge, capabilities, experiences ...  students at the universities have. I believe that is almost 

the same situation with the peoples development in mental and spiritual respect. One should only 

show this way of realization expecting that most people don’t care. 

 

There are many ways to Rome! But there are many questions connected to that statement. The 

first one is: „Do we want to go to Rome?“. Which way should we take?  

 

Can we found several groups to go different ways to where?     

 

Best regards 

 

Rolf-D. Ehrhardt  

 

 

That letter forged a long friendship and collaboration for which I am grateful! 

Then things began to happen fast. In 2001 I was awarded the Swiss Prize for 

Epipsychology, and in 2003 I was awarded a PhD. I didn’t solicit either; they both were 

given to me by institutions outside the United States for my years of writing and research. 

I hold each of these honors in high esteem. 
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This list of affliated institutions appears on the back of the diploma. You can read more 
about this highly regarded institution at many websites, including the following: 

http://www.medicina-alternativa.org/index.html 

http://www.oiucm.org/ 

http://www.aihm.wa.edu.au/research-9.htm 

http://www.oiucmed.org/rcsite/page.jsp?articleid=4 
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In 2002, Rolf took over the job of building up the http://www.worlditc.org web-

site, which he patterned after his own extensive website, http://www.rodiehr.de.  Our goal 

with worlditc.org has been to assemble the clearest, most complete source of ITC informa-

tion possible and to make it all freely accessible to the world.  

 

Many dramas have been stirred up in my work in recent years, and Rolf has always 

been the solid, calm voice of reason that has kept worlditc on a steady course for our work 

together. 

 

 

Regina and Mark Macy, Rolf and Helga Ehrhardt 


